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Abstract

In Laurencia dendroidea, halogenated secondary metabolites are primarily located in the vacuole named the corps en cerise
(CC). For chemical defence at the surface level, these metabolites are intracellularly mobilised through vesicle transport from
the CC to the cell periphery for posterior exocytosis of these chemicals. The cell structures involved in this specific vesicle
traffic as well as the cellular structures related to the positioning and anchoring of the CC within the cell are not well known.
Here, we aimed to investigate the role of cytoskeletal elements in both processes. Cellular and molecular assays were
conducted to i) determine the ultrastructural apparatus involved in the vesicle traffic, ii) localise cytoskeletal filaments, iii)
evaluate the role of different cytoskeletal filaments in the vesicle transport, iv) identify the cytoskeletal filaments responsible
for the positioning and anchoring of the CC, and v) identify the transcripts related to cytoskeletal activity and vesicle
transport. Our results show that microfilaments are found within the connections linking the CC to the cell periphery,
playing an essential role in the vesicle traffic at these connections, which means a first step of the secondary metabolites
transport to the cell surface. After that, the microtubules work in the positioning of the vesicles along the cell periphery
towards specific regions where exocytosis takes place, which corresponds to the second step of the secondary metabolites
transport to the cell surface. In addition, microtubules are involved in anchoring and positioning the CC to the cell
periphery. Transcriptomic analysis revealed the expression of genes coding for actin filaments, microtubules, motor proteins
and cytoskeletal accessory proteins. Genes related to vesicle traffic, exocytosis and membrane recycling were also identified.
Our findings show, for the first time, that actin microfilaments and microtubules play an underlying cellular role in the
chemical defence of red algae.
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Introduction

Marine seaweeds produce a diverse array of secondary

metabolites, including terpenes, sterols, polyphenols, acetogenins

and others [1]. Recent studies have revealed that some of these

chemicals may act as chemical defences able to deter a broad

range of natural enemies, including competitors [2], epiphytes [3],

herbivores [4], and others [5]. Among the red seaweeds, the genus

Laurencia produces the richest variety of secondary metabolites,

generating more than 500 previously described compounds [1],

[6]. For example, Brazilian Laurencia dendroidea, previously named

Laurencia obtusa [7], is known for the biosynthesis of many

halogenated compounds, such as the sesquiterpene elatol, that

exhibit several ecological roles such as strong anti-fouling [8], [9]

and anti-herbivory activities [10].

In general, the phenotypic expression or ecological roles of the

seaweed secondary metabolites are well known, and they have

been described in recent important reviews [11–13]. In contrast,

the cellular processes involved in the exudation of macroalgal

secondary metabolites and their further action in chemical defence

are poorly understood, and there is a lack of information linking

their chemistry, genetics and structural biology. However, studies

of the production, transport, and deposition of secondary

metabolites provide another relevant level of resolution and need

to be considered in the evaluation of these chemicals and their

patterns of distribution [14], [15].

Most of the published data are related to the localisation of

secondary metabolite storage sites, such as gland cells and corps en

cerise vacuoles (CC) [16–19], but the discovery of cellular processes

related to chemical defence may provide a greater understanding
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of how secondary metabolites are used in the survival strategies of

algae. For instance, an alga that can defend itself against epiphytic

pathogens and fouling organisms may have specific ways to

transport certain stored secondary metabolites to the cell wall

surface [19–22]. Recently, it was shown that the red macroalga

Callophycus serratus increases the concentrations of secondary

metabolites on surface areas to which the fungus Lindra thalassiae

is adhered, exhibiting a specific chemical defence response to a

pathogenic organism [23]. In L. dendroidea, the transfer of

secondary metabolites from storage organelles (CC) to the cell

surface occurs through vesicle transport and subsequent exocytosis

[19], [20]. The importance of such vesicle transport to protection

against bacterial fouling has been confirmed, as demonstrated by

the induction of vesicle traffic in response to epiphytic bacteria

[21].

Nevertheless, little is known concerning the cellular machinery

involved in the vesicle traffic of L. dendroidea or any other red

macroalga. It has been shown that vesicle transport occurs along

membranous tubular structures connecting the CC organelle to the

cell periphery [24]. However, little evidence describing the

involvement of cytoskeletal elements in this process has been

found [19]. Based on the analysis of time-lapse microscopy images

and the speed of vesicle transport (,40 nm.s21), it was suggested

that the connections between the CC and the cell periphery are

formed internally by cytoskeletal filaments, possibly actin filaments

[19]. To the best of our knowledge, there is only one study

regarding the relationship between the cytoskeleton and secondary

metabolism in algae, in the brown alga Hormosira banksii [24]. In

this alga, both actin microfilaments and microtubules are

necessary to move the physodes, a phenolic storage organelle

[24]. For some red algae species, both microtubules and actin

filaments are involved in the movement of organelles and vesicles

[25], [26]. However, there is still no report addressing the role of

the cytoskeleton in the relationship between secondary metabolism

and the dynamic process of chemical defence in macroalgae.

Therefore, our aim was to study the involvement of the

cytoskeleton in the dynamic intra-cellular traffic of halogenated

compounds, relating it to the process of chemical defence in L.

dendroidea. In addition, we investigated the participation of the

cytoskeleton in the anchorage of the unusual storage vacuole CC.

We performed in vitro assays using cytoskeleton stabilising and

destabilising drugs, fluorescent actin labelling, ultrastructural

analysis by scanning electron microscopy and microscopy of

organelle manipulation with optical tweezers. At the molecular

level, a transcriptomic analysis was conducted to characterise the

genes related to the specific machinery involved in the secretory

pathway and cytoskeleton dynamics in L. dendroidea.

Materials and Methods

Algae Collection and Cultivation
Samples of Laurencia dendroidea were collected on rocky shores in

the mid-littoral zone at Praia Rasa (Armação dos Búzios, Rio de

Janeiro, Brazil, 22u439580S, 41u579250W). No specific permissions

were required for collection of L. dendroidea specimens. The

location is not privately-owned or protected in any way and the

field studies did not involve endangered or protected species. In

the laboratory, fresh individuals of this macroalga were cleaned of

epiphytes to produce clones that were cultivated in Von Stosch’s

enriched seawater [27] supplemented with germanium dioxide at

1.9 mM [28]. Physical conditions were maintained as follows: a

temperature of approximately 20uC, a light:dark cycle of

14 h:10 h and constant light intensity (60 mmol.m22.s21). Unialgal

cultivation was performed according to Oliveira et al. [29].

Actin Labelling
At this assay, some clones of algae were directly subjected to the

actin labelling using phalloidin-FITC, while other clones were pre-

treated with latrunculin B before the actin labelling to determine

the effect of the drug on the actin cytoskeleton and also to confirm

the specificity of phalloidin-FITC. The individuals of L. dendroidea

were kept in cultivation with latrunculin B (Lat) (Sigma Aldrich) at

1.0 mM for 3 days. For the labelling procedure, the samples of L.

dendroidea were fixed with 0.66 M formaldehyde and 10 mM

glutaraldehyde diluted in sea water using a microwave oven for 4

seconds and then immersed in ice. The samples were then treated

for 40 minutes with 1% cellulase diluted in MES buffer (pH 5.0)

and protease inhibitors. After enzymatic digestion, the material

was washed and treated with 8 mM Triton X100 for 40 minutes

for cell membrane permeabilisation. Samples were washed and

incubated with phalloidin-FITC (Sigma Aldrich, diluted 1:100 in

PBS) for 24 h. The algae fragments were visualised with an

Olympus BX51 fluorescence optical microscope using a 488 nm

excitation wavelength. Digitised images were obtained with a

CoolSnap-Pro Color RS Photometrics CCD camera. Images

obtained by using conventional fluorescence microscopy were

processed with ImageJ software [30] (details in ‘‘Digital processing

of optical microscopy images’’). Algae fragments were also

observed with a laser scanning confocal microscope (LSCM)

Leica SPE, where two excitation wavelengths were used, 405 nm

and 488 nm. The analysis with 405 nm laser wavelength was

performed to shown chloroplasts and CC auto-fluorescence, with

emission ranging from 650 to 750 nm. The analysis with 488 nm

laser wavelength was performed to visualize the phalloidin-FITC

fluorescence, with emission ranging from 500 to 550 nm.

Destabilisation of Actin Microfilaments
Clones of L. dendroidea were kept in cultivation with latrunculin B

(Lat) (Sigma Aldrich) at 0.1 and 1.0 mM for 3 days. Samples were

analysed with an Olympus BX51 fluorescence optical microscope

(100X 1.3 N.A. objective lens) to assess possible differences in

vesicle transport and in the structure of membranous tubular

connections linking the CC to the cell periphery. Samples were also

analysed by using optical tweezers during microscopy (see

methodology below). Digitised images were obtained with a

CoolSnap-Pro Color RS Photometrics CCD camera and pro-

cessed with ImageJ software (details in ‘‘Digital processing of

optical microscopy images’’).

Depolymerisation and Stabilisation of Microtubules
A depolymerising drug (colchicine, Sigma Aldrich) was used to

evaluate the role of microtubules in vesicle transport and in the

structure of the tubular membranous connections. Fragments of L.

dendroidea were incubated with colchicine at 0.15 and 1.5 mM for

four hours. Samples were analysed with an Olympus BX51 optical

microscope (100X 1.3 N.A. objective lens). Digitised images were

obtained with a CoolSnap-Pro Color RS Photometrics CCD

camera and were processed with ImageJ software (details in

‘‘Digital processing of optical microscopy images’’). Samples were

also analysed by microscopy using optical tweezers (see method-

ology below).

A microtubule stabilising drug (paclitaxel, Sigma Aldrich) was

used to evaluate the role of microtubules in vesicle transport and in

the structure of the tubular membranous connections. Fragments

of L. dendroidea were incubated in culture medium mixed with

paclitaxel at 0.012 mM and 0.12 mM for 3 hours. The algal tissue

was processed for scanning electron microscopy (see method

description below) to analyse the cytoskeletal network after

paclitaxel treatment.

Secondary Metabolite Traffic to Algal Cell Surface
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Simultaneous Destabilisation of Actin Filaments and
Depolimerization of Microtubules

Concerning the determination of the origin site of the vesicles

transported through the tubular membranous connections, an

experiment affecting both cytoskeleton filaments was performed,

where the algae was simultaneously incubated with the drugs Lat

(at 1 mM) and colchicine (at 1.5 mM). The changes in vesicle

traffic were registered with an Olympus BX51 optical microscope

(100X 1.3 N.A. objective lens). Digitised images were obtained

with a CoolSnap-Pro Color RS Photometrics CCD camera and

were processed with ImageJ software (details in ‘‘Digital processing

of optical microscopy images’’).

Scanning Electron Microscopy
Algae samples were fixed in 10 mM glutaraldehyde (in 100 mM

sodium cacodylate buffer, pH 7.4) and post-fixed with 40 mM

osmium tetroxide for 1 h at room temperature. They were then

dehydrated in an ethanol series (35%, 70%, 80%, 90%, and

100%). Samples were dried using a critical point dryer (Bal-Tec

SPD 030), fractured using tape to peel off the superficial wall layers

of the cells, mounted in aluminium stubs, and coated with a thin

gold layer (10 nm) using a sputter coater (Bal-Tec SCD 050).

Images were obtained with a Zeiss EVO 40 SEM operated at an

accelerating voltage of 10 kV.

Optical Tweezers Microscopy
Optical tweezers microscopy was used to manipulate the CC in

living cells to determine the strength of the attachment of the CC to

the cell periphery. The results obtained were related to the specific

drug treatments (colchicine and latrunculin) used to change the

cytoskeletal polymerisation properties.

The optical trap (OT) was constructed by illuminating a Nikon

Plan Apo NA 1.4 objective placed in a Nikon Eclipse TE-300

microscope (Nikon, Melville, NY) with an Nd-YAG laser,

wavelength l = 1.064 mm, operating in TEM00 mode (Quantronix,

East Setauker, NY). The microscope was mounted on a Newport

table stabilised against environmental vibrations. Assays were

performed using algal slices of approximately 0.2 mm thickness

deposited in a 35 mm plastic Petri dish with an adapted glass

coverslip at the bottom to observe the samples in high

magnification optical microscopy using oil immersion objectives.

The samples were moved by step motors adapted to the

microscope stage (Prior Scientific, Rockland, MA) with a velocity

V = 0.91 mm/s. The velocity was chosen based on the work of

Pontes et al., considering that using slow velocities, up to about 1

micron/sec, the experiments lead to the same results of force

measurement [31]. Images of all procedures were recorded with a

C2400 charge-coupled device camera (Hamamatsu, Hamamatsu

City, Japan) and digitised with an FG7 frame grabber (Scion,

Torrance, CA). The image analyses were performed using the

software ImageJ, and the data were analysed with KaleidaGraph

(Sinergy Software, Essex Junction, VT). After the analysis, the

images were processed with ImageJ software (details in ‘‘Digital

processing of optical microscopy images’’).

In each assay, to characterise the adhesion of the CC to the algal

cell, one cell was chosen, and the sample was positioned in such a

way that the laser spot arrived at the centre of one of the CC that

was at the focus of the optical system. Then, the sample was

moved with velocity V along one of the two perpendicular

directions x and y in the image plane. For each CC, experiments

along the two axes were performed. The number of assays, N,

performed for each treatment was greater than or equal to 10. The

following three conditions were considered: 1) control, for

experiments performed with algae that were not treated with

any drug; 2) colchicine, for experiments performed with algae

treated with colchicine at 0.15 and 1.5 mM for 4 h; and 3)

latrunculin, for experiments performed with algae treated with

latrunculin at 0.1 and 1 mM for 3 days. The statistical analyses

were performed with Prism software (Graphpad Software, La

Jolla, CA).

A schematic representation of the experiment is presented in

Figure 1. The straight line represents the equilibrium position of

the CC in the OT. When the sample moves with velocity V

(Fig. 1b), the alga cell moves accordingly with the same velocity.

There appears to be a tug of war between the cell and the OT

when the CC changes its equilibrium position in the trap by an

amount characterised by r, and the structures that attach the CC

to the cell wall has a deformation given by x.t is the time interval in

relation to the beginning of the experiment. The optical force Fo

acting on the CC is given by

Fo~kp, ð1Þ

where k is the OT stiffness. The force exerted by the cell Fc in the

CC may be written as

Fc~kcx, ð2Þ

where kc is defined as the CC attachment stiffness. In the whole

experiment, the optical force is equivalent to the cell force, Fo = Fc.

Moreover, the sample displacement is equal to the change in the

equilibrium position of the CC in the OT added to the

deformation of the structure that attaches the CC to the cell wall

Vt~xzp: ð3Þ

Using Equations 1, 2 and 3, the following relationship is found:

r~
kc

kczk
Vt: ð4Þ

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the experiment with
optical tweezers. a) CC in the equilibrium position of the OT. b) When
the sample moves with velocity V, the alga cell moves accordingly with
the same velocity. There appears to be a tug of war between the cell
and the OT, as the CC changes its equilibrium position in the trap by an
amount characterised by r, and the structures that attach the CC to the
cell wall exhibit a deformation given by x; t is the time interval in
relation to the beginning of the experiment.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0063929.g001
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The dimensionless parameter A is defined as

A~
kc

kzkc

: ð5Þ

Because the sample velocity V was known, the time interval (tmax)

and the maximum trap change in equilibrium position before the

CC escapes the OT (rmax) were measured for each experiment,

enabling the determination of A

A~
rmax

Vtmax

: ð6Þ

The optical trap stiffness could not be determined in these

experiments. As a result, for each situation analysed, only the ratio

kControl
c

�
kDrugs

c could be determined. From Equation 6, the

strength of the CC adhesion to the alga cell in the Control situation

compared to the Drug treatment was defined by

kControl
c

k
Drugs
c

~
1{ADrugsð Þ

1{AControlð Þ
AControl

ADrugs
: ð7Þ

Thus, considering that CC are attached to the cell by a ‘‘spring’’,

the stiffer the spring, the lower the deformation suffered when a

given force is applied. Therefore, a higher value of ‘‘K’’ indicates

either a stiffer spring or that the CC is more strongly attached to

the cell periphery.

Digital Processing of Optical Microscopy Images
Images from optical microscopy were processed with ImageJ

software [30] by applying a low pass filter. Thereafter, to obtain

the final processed image, a background subtraction procedure was

performed between the original images and the corresponding

image that had been subjected to low pass filtering.

Transcriptomic Analysis
Specimens of L. dendroidea were collected at Azedinha beach

(22u44928.500S, 41u52955.650W) and Forno beach

(22u45942.490S, 41u52929.510W) in Buzios, and at Ibicuı́ beach

(22u57944.950S, 41u01929.380W) located in Mangaratiba, on the

coast of Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. No specific permissions were

required for collection of L. dendroidea specimens. The locations are

not privately-owned or protected in any way and the field studies

did not involve endangered or protected species. The epiphytic

biomass was rapidly removed from the collected thalli of L.

dendroidea using tweezers, without damaging the seaweed, and the

thalli were immediately frozen in liquid nitrogen. Two specimens

from each sample site were separately ground in liquid nitrogen

using a mortar and pestle until a fine powder was obtained. One

hundred milligrams of powder from each sample was suspended in

1 mL of extraction buffer (6.5 M guanidinium hydrochloride,

100 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 100 mM sodium acetate pH 5.5,

100 mM b-mercaptoethanol, 200 mM KOAc). Total RNA was

extracted following the method proposed by Falcão et al. [32], but

we performed an extra centrifugation step and transferred the

supernatant phase before adding the chloroform, which improved

the RNA quality. To eliminate residual DNA, all the samples were

treated with DNAse (RNAse free, Promega, Madison, USA).

Double-stranded cDNA (ds cDNA) was synthesised and amplified

using the SMARTer cDNA synthesis kit and the Advantage 2

polymerase (Clontech, California, USA) starting from 1 mg of total

RNA. The optimal number of amplification cycles was determined

to be 23. The PCR amplification products were purified using the

NucleoSpinH Extract II kit (Macherey-Nagel, Düren, Germany).

Finally, the ds cDNA was eluted in TE buffer (Tris-HCl, 10 mM,

pH 7.6; EDTA, 1 mM) and sequenced using 454 pyrosequencing

technology [33]. The sequences from each sample were prepro-

cessed using Prinseq software [34] to trim poly-A/T tails at least

20 bp long and to remove reads shorter than 75 bp, and then they

were assembled into contigs using Roche’s algorithm Newbler

(minimum overlap length = 40 bp, minimum overlap identi-

ty = 95%). In our analysis, we annotated both contigs and singlets

after assembly because they contained different sequences and

relevant information. The sequences were automatically annotated

using the MG-RAST server [35] through BLAST against the

COG and KEGG databases with a maximum e-value cut-off of

1025.

Results

In control algal samples, phalloidin-FITC labelling was

observed along the cell periphery (Figs. 2 A–B and Figs. S1 A–

Figure 2. Actin labelling using phalloidin-FITC (A–C). Microfila-
ments are represented in green and in red-orange the auto-
fluorescence of CC and chloroplasts. Note that microfilament labelling
is not restricted to connection structures (A,C) placed between the CC
and the cell periphery; the CC (A–C) and chloroplasts (B) are also
involved in a thin mesh composed of actin filaments. Intercellular
connections are also labelled with phalloidin-FITC (A), revealing the
presence of actin close to these regions. The asterisks indicate the CC;
arrows, the membranous tubular connections; and the arrowheads, the
chloroplasts. Bars = 10 mm.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0063929.g002
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C), within membranous tubular connections (Figs. 2 A,C and Figs.

S1 A–C), and surrounding the CC (Figs. 2 A–C and Figs. S1 A–C)

and the chloroplasts (Figs. 2 B and Figs. S1 A–C). The labelling of

actin microfilaments was diffuse, and longer microfilaments were

not observed, whereas smaller fragments appeared more frequent-

ly, forming a dense plot that spread in the same regions noted

above (Fig. 2 and Figs. S1 A–C). When algal samples were

incubated with Lat, the membranous tubular connections linking

the CC to the cell periphery were disrupted and no actin labelling

was observed at this regions or surrounding the CC (Fig. S1 D). At

cell periphery, the actin labelling surrounding the chloroplasts was

weaker than that one observed in untreated algae cells (Fig. S1 D).

Using the bright field microscopy, it could be observed that the

Lat treatment has induced changes in the cell structure that were

positively correlated with the increased Lat concentration (Fig. 3

and Table S1). The membranous tubular connections linking the

CC to the cell periphery were disrupted, and therefore the traffic of

vesicles was interrupted (Fig. 3 C and Table S1). Due to this

interruption, a cluster of vesicles was observed surrounding the CC,

mainly in algae subjected to higher concentrations of Lat (Fig. 3 C

and Table S1).

As observed in the Lat-treated algae, the colchicine treatment

showed a trend towards a higher level of filament disorganisation

with increased drug concentration. However, the membrane

tubular connections were not disrupted (Fig. 4 A–D). The

microtubule destabilisation induced by colchicine did not signif-

icantly change the structure of the connections (Fig. 4 A–D), and

the main effect observed was an increase in the number of vesicles
within the cell as the drug concentration increased (Figs. 4 B–D

and Table S1). After treatment with the lower colchicine

concentration, the vesicle accumulation occurred in the cell

periphery near cell wall regions resembling intercellular connec-

tions (Fig. 4 B and Table S1). Treatment with the higher

colchicine concentration caused more vesicle accumulation,

mainly in the cell periphery (Figs. 4 C–D and Table S1).

In relation to the assay from double-treated algae (incubation

with Lat and colchicine), it was observed a result similar to the

latrunculin assay, where the vesicle traffic was interrupted and the

vesicles accumulated in regions surrounding the CC (Figure S2

and Table S1).

Fracturing of the L. dendroidea thallus allowed for observation, by

scanning electron microscopy, of the inner space of cortical cells

(Fig. 5) and also of some membranous compartments, such as the

membranous tubular connections and the main vacuolar space

(Fig. 5). In untreated cells (control), we observed the following

characteristics: the CC in the central cell region, few vesicles

dispersed in the cell periphery, and cytoskeletal filaments

surrounding the CC or forming connections from the CC to the

cell periphery (Fig. 5A). The algae treated with paclitaxel exhibited

a dense cytoskeletal network, mainly adhered to cell periphery and

to the CC (Figs. 5 B–C). Large connective structures linking the CC

to the cell wall and some vesicles attached to the cell wall were

observed (Fig. 5 B). Many cytoskeletal filaments were bound to the

CC (Fig. 5 C).

The use of optical tweezers microscopy allowed for the

determination of active cytoskeletal filaments in the process of

anchoring the CC to the cell periphery (Table 1 and Fig. 6). The

latrunculin treatments were not effective in decreasing the binding

force of the CC to the cell periphery (Table 1 and Fig. 6B). In

contrast, treatment with a high concentration of colchicine

significantly modified the adhesion strength of the CC to the cell

periphery (Table 1), resulting in an improved ability to handle the

CC with optical tweezers (Fig. 6 C).

The transcriptomic analysis revealed the expression of genes

related to cytoskeletal activity and to intracellular trafficking

Figure 3. Alga cells treated with latrunculin B. (A) Control, (B) Lat
0.1 mM, (C) Lat 1 mM. * = CC, arrows = membranous connections,
arrowheads = vesicles. Note the gradual vesicle accumulation surround-
ing the CC (B,C) and the disruption of connective structures between the
CC and the cell periphery (C). Bar = 9 mm.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0063929.g003

Figure 4. Alga cells treated with colchicine. (A) Control, (B)
0.15 mM colchicine, (C, D) 1.5 mM colchicine.* = CC, arrows = connec-
tions structures, arrowheads = vesicles. Note the progressive accumu-
lation of vesicles in the cell periphery (C, D) and the high accumulation
of vesicles close to intercellular connections (B,D). Bar = 10 mm.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0063929.g004
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(Tables 2 and 3). Among these genes, the expression of actin,

tubulin and associated proteins, such as dynein light chain,

tropomyosin 1, alpha-actinin, actin bundling proteins fimbrin/

plastin (Table 2), kinesin-like protein and myosin heavy chain (the

latter two from not assembled sequences),was observed. With

regard to vesicle traffic (Table 3), we confirmed the expression of

genes related to vesicle budding, vesicle sorting and fusion,

secretory activity and endocytic activity. In addition, we identified

genes related to Golgi activity, transport from the ER to the Golgi

complex and retrograde transport. Other related cell signalling

transcripts were identified along with transcripts from the PI-3

kinase and Ca2+/CaM-dependent kinase families.

Discussion

In plants, secondary metabolite transport is usually attributed to

specific membrane proteins, such as ABC transporters [36].

However, due to the lipophilic nature of some secondary

metabolites, it has been suggested that the intra-cellular trafficking

of these substances can also be accomplished by vesicles [36].

Indeed, the partitioning of secondary metabolites into vesicles is an

event that is frequently observed in macroalgae [16–19], [37–38].

Physodes, for example, are organelles in which phenolic

compounds are packaged in brown algae, and they are found in

many macroalga species [39–44]. In brown macroalgae, the

transport of phenolic compounds is a key event in wall formation

and is dependent on the movement of physodes, which occurs

along cytoskeletal filaments [24]. The actin cytoskeleton functions

as a general circulatory system, moving physodes through the cell,

and microtubules play a role in the specific traffic of phenols to

regions near the plasma membrane where exocytosis will occur

[24].

In red algae, however, there has not been a study relating the

cytoskeleton behaviour with the traffic of secondary metabolites

and chemical defence. Relatively few studies have contributed to

understanding the mechanism of intra-cellular secondary metab-

olite transport in red algae [16], [17], [19–21]. Although some

studies have noted the gland cells as structures that are specialised

for the synthesis and excretion of secondary metabolites [16–17],

there is no strong evidence confirming the existence of a vesicle-

mediated transport in these cells. As for species in the genus the

Laurencia, the storage of halogenated compounds within the corps en

cerise organelle [19], [21] and the vesicle transport of halogenated

metabolites to the cell walls has been demonstrated [19–21].

With regard to cytoskeletal studies in red algae, many reports

have used stabilising and destabilising drugs to interfere with the

normal dynamics of actin microfilaments and microtubules. To

study the actin cytoskeleton, potassium iodide, cytochalasin-B,

latrunculin-A [45], cytochalasin D, latrunculin B and the myosin

inhibitor butanedionemonoxime [46] have been used. By using

latrunculin B, for example, the participation of actin filaments in

pseudopodia formation of Porphyra pulchella was shown [46]. In that

study, the authors used latrunculin B at 12.5 mM, a concentration

more than tenfold higher than the highest concentration used in

our experimental conditions, which was 1 mM. Drugs that

interfere with the dynamics of cytoskeletal filaments have been

used in different concentrations. Even low concentrations of

latrunculin B (from 0.05 mM to 1 mM) are effective, as observed in

root cells of Arabidopsis [47]. These different latrunculin effective

concentrations may be possible caused by different actin filament

properties (such filaments length), or different permeability of cell

wall and cell membrane or different experimental conditions. In

our work, higher latrunculin concentrations (over 5 mM) were

lethal to L. dendroidea, causing cells death (data not shown).

The treatments with 0.1 and 1 mM of latrunculin B indicated

the presence of microfilaments in membranous tubular structures

due to the lack of integrity of these structures, which connect the

CC to the cell periphery. Vesicles budding from the CC were not

interrupted by this treatment, and as a consequence, they

accumulated around the CC. The presence of microfilaments at

the connection structures was confirmed by fluorescently labelled

phalloidin staining. Taken together, these results indicate that

actin filaments are involved in the traffic of vesicles containing

secondary metabolites from the CC to the cell periphery in L.

dendroidea.

The microtubule network is also related to the normal traffic of

vesicles from the CC. Specifically, we demonstrated that the

Figure 5. Alga cells treated with paclitaxel. (A) Control, (B,C)
0.12 mM paclitaxel. * = CC, arrow = cytoskeleton filaments, arro-
wheads = vesicles. Few vesicles are observed dispersed in the cell
periphery, in cytoskeletal filaments surrounding the CC or forming
connections from the CC to the cell periphery. In cells treated with
paclitaxel, note that larger connective structures were formed linking
the CC to the cell walls. Bars = 10 mm (A,B) and 2 mm (C).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0063929.g005

Table 1. Mean values of the ratio between Kcontrol and Kdrugs

(latrunculin and colchicine).

Drug treatment Values of the ratio Kcontrol/Kdrugs

Latrunculin [0.1 mM] 1.160.2

Latrunculin [1 mM] 1.060.2

Colchicine [0.15 mM] 1.360.2

Colchicine [1.5 mM] 1.860.3*

Standard errors are given after the mean values. The asterisk indicates a
significant difference between the control and drug treatment (p,0.001).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0063929.t001
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transport of vesicles at the cell periphery is dependent on

microtubule activity, which was interrupted due to the colchicine

treatment. In L. dendroidea, this microtubule-depolymerising drug

caused the accumulation of many vesicles at this region, indicating

the participation of microtubules in vesicle sorting and positioning

near the plasma membrane. In addition, the algae treated with

both Lat and colchicine drugs also presented the vesicles

accumulation close to the CC. Since no vesicle accumulation was

seen in cell periphery, even with the colchicine treatment, this

result reveals a decrease in the sorting of vesicles arising from the

membranous tubular structures. This result confirms the inhibition

of vesicle traffic near the CC, caused by the latrunculin treatment,

and also confirms that vesicles accumulated in cell periphery

comes from the CC (with only colchicine treatment). Taken

together, these results indicates that the actin filaments play an

essential role in vesicle traffic along the connective tubular

structures while the microtubules are involved in the vesicle

transport at cell periphery.

In contrast, in the unicellular red alga Glaucosphaera vacuolata, the

microtubules perform the transport of vesicles from the central

region to the cell periphery, and the actin cytoskeleton is

peripherally distributed and appears to be involved in vesicle

exocytosis [25]. The cytoskeletal activity in L. dendroidea was similar

to that observed in plants [48], where, although the traffic of

membrane vesicles is generally dependent on actin filaments and

myosin motors, the movement and positioning involves interac-

tions with microtubules [48]. The actin-myosin system provides

motility in plants, and microtubules appear to stabilise the

positioning of organelles, most likely involving specific kinesins

[48].

Interestingly, algae treated with lower colchicine concentrations

presented a discrete pattern of vesicle distribution, most likely

Figure 6. Corps en cerise manipulation with optical tweezers during microscopy. Control cells (A), cells from algae treated with 1 mM Lat (B)
and cells from algae treated with 1.5 mM colchicine (C). The black line marks the initial CC position, and the dashed white lines mark the CC
displacement. Note that no apparent displacement was observed in the cells from the control and Lat treatments, whereas in the colchicine
treatment, the CC was displaced more easily, indicating that the CC is weakly adhered to the cell body when cells are treated with 1.5 mM colchicine.
Bars = 8 mm.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0063929.g006

Table 2. Main transcripts related to cytoskeleton in L. dendroidea.

R.A. (%) Database

Main components of cytoskeleton

Tubulin related proteins 1.15 COG

Actin related proteins 1.07 KEGG

Actin beta/gamma 1 1.07 KEGG

Tubulin alpha 0.73 KEGG

Tubulin beta 0.92 KEGG

Cytoskeleton associated proteins

Tropomyosin 1 0.10 KEGG

Dynein light chain LC8-type 0.10 COG

Actinin alpha 0.05 KEGG

Ca++-binding actin-bundling protein fimbrin/plastin (EF-Hand superfamily) 0.04 COG

Cytoskeleton regulation and dynamics

Phosphatidylinositol kinase and protein kinases of the PI-3 kinase family 0.36 COG

Calcium/calmodulin-dependent protein kinase 0.05 KEGG

The relative abundance (R.A.) of transcripts detected in samples from three populations of L. dendroidea and the database used for sequence annotation are shown.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0063929.t002
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reflecting the early stage of microtubule destabilisation. This

pattern reveals a preferential routing of vesicles to areas where cell-

to-cell communication is found, reflecting a possible strategy for

tissue preservation in red macroalgae. This result seems to indicate

that once the microtubule activity was affected, some specific

target vesicles were transported by actin filaments. Previous studies

reported a similar event in plant cells, where cell-to-cell

communication utilises the actin cytoskeleton as a shuttle for the

focal accumulation of defence responses at the cell surface adjacent

to dead or dying cells, extending beyond the conventional role of

actin defence in infected cells to a prophylactic role in protecting

the surrounding healthy cells [49]. In addition, in mammalian

immune cells, focal secretion of toxic substances against malignant

target cells, i.e., the immunological synapses, occurs in cytotoxic T

cells and depends on comprehensive cytoskeletal reorganisation

[50].

In addition to their role in vesicle traffic and chemical defence,

microtubules are crucial to the correct positioning and anchoring

of the CC at the cell periphery, as shown by the use of optical

tweezers. The destabilisation of these filaments after colchicine

treatment allowed for the effortless manipulation of the CC

organelle with optical tweezers. However, in control and

latrunculin B-treated algae, the CC was not easily moved within

the cell space. Although few studies have used optical tweezers to

manipulate organelles, this tool has proven to be useful for better

understanding the interactions between organelles and the cell as a

whole, including its cytoskeletal network. In Spinacia oleraceae, the

use of optical tweezers allowed for the study of cytoskeletal

interactions with organelles, confirming the presence of a mesh

connecting nearby chloroplasts to each other and indicating the

participation of fine cytoplasmic strands or microfilaments in this

process [51]. In the soybean Glycine max, the tension of cytoplasmic

strands was determined with optical tweezers, and, during the

application of 20 mM cytochalasin D, the tension in these strands

markedly decreased, confirming the presence of actin microfila-

ments in the composition of the cytoplasmic strands [52]. Optical

tweezers were also employed to investigate the role of the actin

cytoskeleton in regulating cytoplasmic stiffness [52], [53], which is

reduced after treatment with an actin-depolymerising agent [53].

In the present study, we confirmed that microtubules are involved

in organelle positioning, specifically CC positioning, with no

evident participation of the actin cytoskeleton in this process. The

Table 3. Main transcripts related to intracellular trafficking, secretion and vesicular transport in L. dendroidea.

R.A. (%) Database

Vesicle budding

Clathrin adaptor complex, small subunit 0.20 COG

Vesicle coat complex COPII, subunit SEC23 0.16 COG

Vesicle coat complex, various subunits 0.12 COG

Charged multivesicular body protein 1 0.05 KEGG

Vesicle sorting and fusion

Vesicle-fusing ATPase 0.14 KEGG

Synaptobrevin/VAMP-like protein 0.12 COG

Synaptobrevin homolog YKT6 0.10 KEGG

T-SNARE complex subunit, syntaxin 0.04 COG

Syntaxin 16 0.05 KEGG

Syntaxin 5 0.05 KEGG

Vesicle transport protein SEC22 0.05 KEGG

Secretory pathway

Ras-related protein Rab-11A 0.05 KEGG

Endocytosis

Phosphatidylinositol kinase and protein kinases of the PI-3 kinase family 0.36 COG

ESCRT-II complex subunit VPS22 0.05 KEGG

Clathrin adaptor complex, small subunit 0.20 COG

Charged multivesicular body protein 1 0.05 KEGG

Vacuolar activity

Vacuolar protein-sorting-associated protein 4 0.10 KEGG

Protein involved in vacuole import and degradation 0.04 COG

Golgi activity

Membrane protein involved in Golgi transport 0.04 COG

Peripheral Golgi membrane protein 0.04 COG

Retrieval transport to ER

ER lumen protein retaining receptor 0.04 COG

Golgi protein involved in Golgi-to-ER retrieval 0.04 COG

The relative abundance (R.A.) of transcripts detected in samples from three populations of L. dendroidea and the database used for sequence annotation are shown.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0063929.t003
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results obtained by scanning electron microscopy also corroborate

the hypothesis that microtubules are involved in the anchoring and

positioning of the CC. After treatment with paclitaxel, the

cytoskeletal network appears as a dense and thick mesh connecting

the CC to the cell periphery and is morphologically distinct from

the thin connective structures where vesicle traffic takes place.

The transcriptomic analysis presented in this study constitutes

the first characterisation of the genes involved in cytoskeleton and

vesicle traffic in the red seaweed genus Laurencia. Moreover, this

approach, in conjunction with the cellular assays, expands the

knowledge of the intracellular transport of defensive compounds in

L. dendroidea, a seaweed rich in cytotoxic terpenoid compounds

[10]. In comparison with gene expression profiles from other

marine macroalgae [54–62], the results obtained here represent a

comprehensive survey with regard to cytoskeleton and vesicle

trafficking, given that more than 30 distinct gene families were

recognised. In accordance with these results, the main cytoskeletal

transcripts identified in other macroalgae are tubulin and actin;

specifically, actin 1 in Griffithsia okiensis [54]; actin, tubulin beta

subunit and tubulin alpha-2 ? alpha-4 chain in Porphyra haitanensis

[55]; and at least three different actins in Gracilaria tenuistipitata

[56]. The first discovery of c-tubulin in red algae was reported

after proteome analysis of Gracilaria changii [57]. Cytoskeleton-

associated proteins are also present in the expression profiles of

other algae, highlighting motor proteins such as myosin heavy

chain in G. changii [58] and microtubule motor activity in Ectocarpus

siliculosus [59]. Several studies indicate that the dynamic nature of

the cytoskeleton is also reflected in the expression patterns of the

genes coding for these proteins, as evidenced by the change in the

abundance of transcripts for actin cytoskeletal 1 LPC1 and tubulin

alpha-123 under light deprivation in Gracilaria changii [60] and the

change in the expression levels of actin, alpha tubulin subunit and

ARP1 actin-related protein, which have been putatively linked to

salinity stress tolerance in Furcellaria lumbricalis [61]. Furthermore,

the proteomic profile of Saccharina japonica revealed a seasonal

variation in actin content [62], and the induction of diverse genes

related to vesicular trafficking and the cytoskeleton under

oxidative stress was observed in Ectocarpus siliculosus [59].

In keeping with the results of our cellular analysis, transcriptome

sequencing showed motor activity associated with microfilaments

and microtubules based on the identification of sequences of

dynein light chain, kinesin-like protein and myosin heavy chain.

Other accessory proteins were recognised in L. dendroidea, but these

were mostly transcripts of PI-kinases and Ca++/calmodulin-

dependent kinases, which may compose a part of the machinery

for cytoskeleton and exocytosis regulation [63], [64].

Regarding vesicle trafficking, we obtained an extensive list of

putative proteins involved in this process in L. dendroidea. Among

these proteins, the expression of clathrins and SNAREs have

already been related to stress response in G. changii and E.

siliculosus, respectively [59], [60]. We have also identified several

transcripts that are associated with vesicle budding, vesicle sorting,

vesicle fusion and the secretory pathway (all relevant for secondary

metabolite exocytosis). Finally, the identification of genes related to

endocytosis, vacuolar activity, Golgi activity and retrieval trans-

port to ER is in agreement with the high rate of vesicle transport

activity previously reported in L. dendroidea [21]. In agreement with

these data, significant activity directed to the recycling of

membranes and resident proteins to their donor organelles was

shown, which are processes typically observed in cells with high

secretory activity.

Here, we showed that the transport of vesicles in L.dendroidea

depends on both actin microfilaments and microtubules. Specif-

ically, we observed that actin filaments found in membranous

tubular connections act to transport vesicles from the CC, the main

storage site of halogenated compounds, to the cell periphery. In a

second step, the microtubules perform an essential role in

positioning the vesicles along the cell periphery to specific regions

where exocytosis takes place. In addition, microtubules are

involved in anchoring and positioning the CC. Thus, we

demonstrated for the first time that actin microfilaments and

microtubules play an essential role in chemical defence in red

macroalgae.

Supporting Information

Figure S1 LSCM showing the actin labelling with
phalloidin-FITC (A–D). A control cell (latrunculin untreated

alga) can be seen in two different focal planes (A,B) and the sum of

the focal planes obtained is also shown (C). The figure D

corresponds to a latrunculin B treated cell (sum of focal planes

obtained). Microfilaments are represented in green and, in red-

orange, the auto-fluorescence of CC and chloroplasts. In the

latrunculin untreated cell (A–C), it is possible to observe the

microfilament labelling in connection structures (arrows), over the

CC region (*) and surrounding the chloroplasts (arrowheads), while

in a latrunculin treated cell, the connecting structure was not

observed, nor was observed an actin labelling in CC region (*). At

this treatment, the phalloidin labelling was seen surrounding the

chloroplasts (arrowheads), but weaker than the fluorescence

observed in untreated cell (control). Bars = 5 mm.

(TIF)

Figure S2 Alga cells double-treated with cytoskeleton
depolymerising drugs (both with 1 mM latrunculin and
1.5 mM colchicine) (A,B). * = CC, arrow = vesicles. Note the

vesicle accumulation surrounding the CC and the absence of

connective structures between the CC and the cell periphery (C).

Bar = 3 mm.

(TIF)

Table S1 Mean values of the number of vesicles
accumulated in response to different drug treatments
(latrunculin, colchicine and latrucunlin+colchicine). The

vesicles accumulation were observed in regions surrounding the

CC (in algae cells treated with latrunculin and treated with both

drugs simultaneously) and at the cell periphery (in algae cells

treated with colchicine). Standard deviations are given after the

mean values. The asterisk indicates significant difference between

the control and the drug treatments (p,0.01).

(DOCX)
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